KS 2

Home learning Grid Autumn 2019

Name: ...................................................................................................................................

This grid is slightly different, colour in as you complete to show what you have done. The challenge is to colour in as many as possible over the term,
fill in any additional information on the sheet.

Read a Beowulf Book and do an AR
quiz on it

Read a Michael Morpurgo Book
and do an AR quiz on it

Read a book of your choice and
quiz on it

Read a book suggested by your
teacher and quiz on it

Complete a tables grid each week

Gain at least 8 Mathletics
certificates this term

Complete at least 8 Spellodrome
certificates this term

Log in to Times Tables Rock stars at
home every week and have a go at
the activities

Collect 25 new WOW words this
term and learn to spell them.
See if you can use them in your
work

Learn the grammar poem for word
classes, by writing it in joined
writing and displaying it as a
reminder

Write a letter to someone famous
and see if you get a reply

Write a message using Anglo Saxon
Runes

Sign up for a club and attend at
least 8 times during this term

Take part in an outside school
activity each week

Have at least 30 minutes additional
exercise each day not in lessons
Maybe a club at school at lunch
Develop a hobby or take up a new
time
hobby
Bike rides/dog walking walking/
swimming

Think about how you can reduce
your sugar consumption over term

Reduce your use of plastic by using
reusable bottles, thinking about
packaging etc.

Take part in a school litter pick at
least twice this term

Make a toy/game/usable item/gift
by recycling

Activity of own choice 1

Activity of own choice 2

Activity of own choice 3

Activity of own choice 4

